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Abstract

There has been a lot of discussion and debate among superannuation and wealth

management practitioners around retirement drawdown. Traditionally, these

discussions have centred around longevity risk and lifetime annuities. Recently,

consumer choice and practical feasibility have also been given thought.

The Financial Systems Inquiry interim report suggested that irrespective of the

retirement income system in the future, there needs to be a suitable range of

products for retirees to choose from. Specifically, deferred annuities and group self-

annuitisation (GSA) products were raised as possible alternatives.

While the mathematical construct, mechanical operation and benefits of GSAs

have been well developed in the academic literature, the superannuation and

wealth management industry continues to hold reservations around the practical

feasibility and implementation of such schemes. These concerns are legitimate, and

there has been limited discussion around the practical challenges of GSAs. This

paper/presentation gives an in depth discussion of these issues.

The issues this paper aims to discuss include: communication of scheme rules to

retirees, design simplicity, withdrawal rules, surrender values, adverse selection,

critical mass of pool participants, and integration with account-based pensions,

investment management, and linking the mathematical operation to the practical

operation of such schemes.

Key words: Product development, GSA, Group Self-annuitisation, Annuity, Life

annuity, Retirement, Retirement product, Longevity, Superannuation Fund,

Superannuation, Account-based Pension
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Introduction

Background

As retirees across the world transition from work to retirement, a very practical

financial challenge is laid out in front of them: how to enjoy comfortable retirement

in financial security, and not running out of money at the same time. The

development of a defined contributions pension system has created the problem of

managing the decumulation phase without a defined benefit pension. To manage

this problem, various product solutions have been developed and proposed over

the years. These include:

 Account-based pension or self-insurance

 Fixed / variable life annuity

 Deferred annuity

 Ruin contingent lifetime annuity

 Group self-annuitsation

The objective of a GSA product is to find an alternative balance between risk and

return between what is offered by an annuity or by drawing down from a portfolio of

risky assets.

A conventional lifetime annuity provides a guaranteed level of income, throughout

someone’s retirement. Providing the guarantee, with low risk to the annuitant means

that the returns will be akin to a risk-free investment. Investing in a risky pool of

assets, such as a share portfolio, or a balanced fund with 70% invested in growth

assets can be expected to provide a higher return. Whether or not this actually

results in a higher stream of income, or indeed one that last for life, will depend on

market conditions. That is, there is a risk that the approach might fail.

The aim of any GSA is to take on some level of risk while increasing the expected

payments in an attempt to increase the utility of the retiree by getting a relatively

large increase in expected income, with a relatively small increase in risk.

Retirees also have other competing considerations, such as investments and

bequest. This adds complexities to decisions of choice and selection.

Superannuation funds consider the needs of retirees and offer product solutions to

them. So far, the predominant product available to retirees is still the account-

based pension. In this paper, we explore GSA in depth, particularly around how

pool design can be improved given that retirees do exercise choice and selection.

It answers some of the practical questions for both superannuation funds and

retirees, to make it easier for GSA to feature more prominently as a viable retirement

product.
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Literature review

The GSA was first proposed by Piggot Valdez and Detzel (2005) as an alternative

retirement product. The benefit of a GSA lies in its design that the pool protects

against idiosyncratic longevity risk, but not systematic longevity risk. Without a

guarantee, unlike the life annuity, a GSA does not require a life company to hold

capital. This arrangement therefore has the potential to deliver to retirees a higher

level of income than a life annuity, on average.

Various papers have improved our understanding of GSAs, and answered some

practical guidance to retirees and fund administrators:

 Valdez, Piggott and Wang (2006) showed that adverse selection exists in both

conventional life annuities and GSAs, but to a lesser extent in GSAs.

 Qiao and Sherris (2013) showed that with practical mortality improvements

and dependence, pooling can be more effective by:

o Having preferably 10,000 members but at least 1,000 members in a

pool;

o Having open pools giving retirees from the same and different cohorts

the choice to join at any time; and

o Pricing in future expected mortality improvements

 Hanewald, Piggott and Sherris (2013) showed that:

o The optimal strategy for retirees centres around GSAs when

conventional annuities have a loading for guarantees; and

o For an individual with a bequest motive, coinsurance portfolio

strategies that include phased withdrawal and GSA’s dominate full

annuitisation depending on the extent of product loadings.

 Newfield (2014) asserted that a tontine, or GSA-like product, best provides for

retirees’ and society’s needs in retirement.

 The Australian Government Actuary 2014, in a commissioned work for the

Financial System Inquiry, indicated that GSAs could provide higher retirement

incomes than account-based pensions, without any significant increase in the

risk of running out of money.

The mathematics of GSAs

The mathematics of GSAs was set out in Valdez et al (2006).

Below is a quick summary of the mathematical rules around fund calculation and

benefit distribution.

Let

ݔ be the age of the participant at the time he joined the GSA pool
ݐ be the time elapsed in years with the initial time as =ݐ 0
ߜ be the expected force of interest
∗ߜ be the actual force of interest generated by investment performance
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௧ܤ
∗ be the amount of payment/benefit received at time ,ݐ given survival to time ݐ

௧ܨ be the fund balance at time ݐ
௧ܨ
∗ be the fund balance at time givenݐ survival to time ݐ

௧ܨ
∗ be the fund balance at time ݐ given survival to time ݐ and after the distribution of

mortality credits from deceased pool members
݅ be the t݅h individual in the pool
௧ܣ be the number of fund members actually alive at time ݐ

The benefit received by the t݅h individual at time isݐ given by:

,௧ܤ
∗

௫
 =

,௧ܨ
∗

௫


ሷܽ௫ା,௧

where

ሷܽ௫ା,௧ = ∑ ݏߜ−݁ 
ݏݐ,ݔ

∞
0=ݏ

௫,௧௦ = ∫−ቂ݁ݔ �௭,௧ߤ
௫ା௦

௫
ቃݖ݀

The fund balance of the �݅th individual is accrued in the following way:

,௧ܨ
∗

௫
 = ൫ ,௧ିܨ ଵ

∗
௫

ିଵ −� ,௧ିܤ ଵ
∗

௫
ିଵ ൯∙ ݁ஔ

∗

and mortality credit to be distributed as follows

,௧௫ܨ
 =

,௧ܨ
∗

௫


௫ାିଵ,௧ି ଵ

∑ ∑ ∑
,௧ܨ
∗

௫


௫ାିଵ,௧ି ଵ
௫ஹଵ

× ௧ܨ
∗

where ௧ܨ
∗= ∑ ∑ ∑ ,௧ܨ

∗
௫


௫ஹଵ

In this paper, for simplicity, all individuals are males and the initial contribution of all

fund members is $100 i.e. ,ܨ = 100 for all .݅

In simple words, for an individual: -

 The benefit received each year is the fund balance divided by the annuity

factor calculated using expected future investment returns and mortality

experience.

 The fund balance this year is the fund balance from last year, less benefits

received, adds actual investment earnings during the year.

 Upon death, the residual fund balance goes to the pool. The fund balances

of deceased individuals are distributed to the ones who survived as mortality

credits.

 The survival credits are calculated based on a consideration of the fund

balance of the survival individual, the chance of him having survived the

previous year, and the same set of circumstances for all other members of the

pool who survived.
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An important aspect of the mathematics is the use of the annuity factor that prices

in future expected earnings and future expected mortality improvements. It is a

defining feature of GSA mathematics.

The mortality model used in this paper is a form of the Gompertz Makeham model

similar to the one used in Schrager (2006).

௫,௧ߤ = ௧ܻଵ + ௧ܻଶܿ
௫

݀ ௧ܻଵ = ଵܽ݀ݐ+ ଵܹ݀ߪ ௧ଵ

݀ ௧ܻଶ = ଶܽ݀ݐ+ ଶܹ݀ߪ ௧ଶ

ܹ݀ ௧ଵܹ݀ ௧ଶ = ݐ݀ߩ

With the conditions that all factors are greater than zero, and ߩ is between -1 and 1.

The initial condition is ௫,ߤ = ଵݕ + ଶܿݕ
௫.

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate fund design and choice. We have therefore

used the Human Mortality Database as at 2010 for mortality curve and future

improvement assumptions. Calibrating the models using more up-to-date mortality

parameters will not change the findings in this paper.

In this paper, we also model investments performance using the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross

method. A stable cash (cash-flow matched) investment strategy is assumed to

provide a 4% pa return on average with 1% volatility and 2 years short drift, while a

balanced investment strategy has a 6% pa average return with 10% volatility and 5

years long drift. These return rates are assumed net of the investment management

fees charged by a GSA manager.

௧ݎ݀ = (ܾܽ− +ݐ݀(௧ݎ ௧݀ݎඥߪ ܹ ௧

where

ܹ ௧ is the Wiener process
ܽ is the speed of adjustment, such that (ܾܽ− isݐ݀(௧ݎ the drift term
ܾ is the mean this process reverts to
ߪ is the volatility

Objectives of this paper

The previous work highlights the advantages of GSAs as a retirement income

product. Yet, GSAs have failed to gain traction so far among fund trustees, life

companies, and retirees as a marketable retirement product. Part of this reason

might lie in the lack of studies into practical fund design, adverse selection from a

retiree’s point of view, and the participation and investments choices that retirees

make under practical scenarios. Other reasons besides fund design include

perceived product complexity and lack of understanding by retirees. This paper

aims to fill this gap but putting a practical focus on pool design, by exploring:

 Simple cases of adverse selection
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 Simple cases of self-insurance or account-based pension

 The effect of investment market returns on GSA participation and choice of

pools

 The effect of actual idiosyncratic mortality experience on choice of GSA

pools

 The interactions between open and closed pool designs with investments and

mortality experience

We present our paper in the following order:

 Simple pool setting and mispricing – where we investigate the consequences

of actual mortality experience being different to expected mortality

experience, due to adverse selection, or pools where participants share

common risk characteristics

 Closed versus open pools – where we explore the theoretical interaction

between investment performance, investment market conditions, and how

individuals choose between different pools. Given these choices, we explore

the consequences of open and closed pools of using various investment

strategies

 Modelling result – where we show, via simulations, the choice of individuals in

an open pool environment, under various investment market conditions.

 Finally discussions and further work

Simple pool setting and mispricing

One of the first challenges in considering the practical implementation of a GSA is

selecting the correct population. As seen in AGA (2014), it is often assumed that the

GSA will be applied to the whole population. In the context of Australian

superannuation this is not realistic. There are several reasons for this:

1. Choice is a defining characteristic of the Australian superannuation system.

While MySuper acts as a default mechanism for disengaged workers,

everyone has the ability to choose their own superannuation investments. It

would be difficult to see this principal overturned, even in the retirement

phase. Continuing moves in the UK away from compulsion in retirement

choice re-inforce a global trend away from compulsion. In this environment,

unhealthy retirees with a much short than average life expectancy would be

expected to choose a retirement product that left their savings to their

dependents.

2. Access to lump sums. At present, retirees can elect to take all or part of their

superannuation savings as a lump sum, once conditions of release have been

met. While this option remains, there will always be an element of the

population who will take a lump sum to spend and rely of the safety net of

the Age Pension during their retirement. This will be especially true of people

with small balances.
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3. The correlation between wealth and longevity. Studies, such as Brookings

(2014) have shown that there is a tendency for people with higher wealth to

have a greater life expectancy. Accurium (2015) noted the likely impact on

SMSFs due to this factor. In a GSA, every dollar is generally assumed to have

the same mortality basis. The wealth correlation implies that a dollar from a

wealthy retiree should receive less mortality credit than a dollar from a less

wealthy retiree. This would prevent the use of a standard population mortality

table even with compulsion.

4. Superannuation funds in Australia are often characterised as industry,

corporate or retail funds. Industry funds were originally based around a group

of related occupations and many retain this characteristic. Members of these

industry funds are likely to experience mortality outcomes that are different to

the average Australian population, but closer to other members of the fund.

GSAs attracting different sections of industry super funds might face very

different retirement mortality experience. Adverse selection is also present in

other funds, especially SMSFs, which are more likely to attract the wealthy

and healthy population.

In the scenarios below, we show the benefit outcomes of individuals in a simple pool

of 2000 65-year-olds, if

i. The fund was priced using population mortality but pool participants lived

longer.

ii. The fund was priced assuming inadequate levels of future mortality

improvement, whereas the actual improvement was much better.

The scenarios below show that getting the mortality assumptions right is extremely

important. Getting it wrong, in either of the above scenarios, can result in an almost

certain decline in benefit payments over time. The scenarios above contain an

allowance for updating mortality assumptions to reflect actual experience over

time. The results show that even with this allowance, commonly practiced by life

companies in Australia in various ways to reflect emerging experience, fund

distributions decline. However, under the scenarios above, this allowance never

catches up to reality, since it always lags behind actual experience. Under a GSA,

money is paid out involves a permanent reduction in capital. There is no reserve and

no capital guarantee, so the outcome will be similar to an unexpected loss of

capital.

Note: Throughout this paper, box and whiskers plots are presented, showing the outcomes at
the 95th, 75th, 50th (median), 25th and 5th percentiles generated using at least 5000
simulations. The vertical axis shows the dollar amount of benefit paid every year per $100 of
upfront contribution to the pool. The figure captions also include a brief numerical
description, to assist readers with reading graphs. This paper illustrates nominal values only.
The trends shown in this paper are applicable to real-value GSAs.

Figure 1.1 Actual mortality experience better than population, fewer died
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(Figure 1.1 shows projected median payments starting at $10.59, gradually declining to $5.96

by age 80 and to $0.03 at age 100.)

Figure 1.2 Actual mortality improvement greater than expected

(Figure 1.2 shows projected median payments starting at $8.26, remaining largely stable till

age 75 at $8.16, before quickly declining to $6.53 by age 90 and to $3.11 at age 100.)
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Closed vs open pools

A GSA pool can either be open or closed. As Qiao and Sherris (2013) show, open

pools lead to more effective pooling. However having open pools induce choice.

At any point in time, individuals will face a choice of whether to participate in an

existing pool, or to start their own pool. This decision will be based on the level of

distribution likely to be received under the competing choices.

Choice of funds in open pools

A common approach is to model a closed pool of heterogeneous participants in

the GSA and assume that it is a simple process to enable new entrants to (and

potential exits from) the pool. The modelling indicates that this is not actually the

case, especially when the investments are risky.

The payments from a GSA are based on sharing across the pool the payments that

result from the ‘self-annuitisation’ of that pool. While idiosyncratic longevity risk is

pooled across the participants, the risk of having the wrong mortality expectations

(systematic risk) and any risk from the investments of the pool’s capital can cause

the payments to vary. In simple terms, each payment could be considered as:

ݑ݊݊ܣ ݂�ݕ݅ݐ ܽܿ ×�ݎݐ ܥ ݅ܽ ܽݐ ݈

݅ݒݎܵݑ ݅ݒ ܽ�݃݊ ݅ܿ݅ݐݎ ܽ ݏݐ݊

The payments from the GSA will vary with any of all of these factors deviating from

expectations. When pools are closed, participants no longer have a choice and

they must cope with the impact of any fluctuations. An open pool must be able to

set a fair price (at any time the pool is open) in order to encourage new entrants to

add capital to the pool. Setting an unfavourable price to new entrants would

discourage any entry and the pool would be effectively closed. If the price is set

favourable to new entrants, and unfavourable to existing participants, they are likely

to object to the entrants and close the pool down.

Fairness is essential, but how can it be achieved?

While the projected mortality experience will only ever be an expectation, we

assume that the experience and trends are common knowledge. As such, while

deviations from expectations will cause the payment to change, applying the latest

mortality projections will enable affair price to be set. The key then is to set the

appropriate annuity factor.

There are two elements to setting the annuity factor. One is the expected mortality

experience and the other is the rate used to discount future payments, typically the

expected return on the invested capital. It is this expected return that is problematic.

With traditional annuity pricing, assets are matched to expected cash flows for the

annuity. This enables the appropriate prices to be set using market rates, usually a

risk-free rate plus an appropriate spread. A GSA based on risk-free investments
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would be able to set a fair price at any time using the same market rates. The same

would be true for any basis where returns to various horizons are regularly set by the

market.

The expected return on a pool of risky assets over a particular horizon cannot be

obtained directly from the market. This is reflected in futures prices, which through an

arbitrage process are determined by current prices and risk-free assets rather than

any specific expectations of future prices. [An alternative viewpoint is that current

prices adjust to any expected changes in future prices to efficiently clear the

market].

The problem is most clear if we consider a severe drop in the market. Severe

corrections usually exaggerate the underlying expectations of cash flows. The

difficultly is determining whether the market was over-valued before, or undervalued

after the correction, or both. In either case, the fair price must adjust by changing

the expected return on the pool of assets to account for the change in current

prices. The challenge is that the market does not directly provide this new expected

return. All it provides is the price for the assets with their own expected future cash

flows which are not the same as the expected GSA payments.

One option, as used by AGA (2014) is to always assume a long term return in the

annuity factor. This rate would be overly favourable following a market correction

and unfavourable to new entrants after a bull run in the markets. While these

conditions are subjective, there will be times when entrants would be discouraged.

This would typically correspond to market declines, when a GSA, based on prior

expectations, is likely to have overpaid the participants and risk collapsing.

Another option would be to price entrants with a risk-free price but keep the

investments in risky assets. Payments would need to adjust directly with swings in

market valuation. The mortality credits would be paid partially in advance based on

the risk-free rates. There would also be bonus payments as participants left the

scheme and their accumulated capital was distributed to surviving participants. The

entry price can be set ‘fairly’ but the cost of exit would not. Participants who leave

the scheme (die) early will receive less mortality credits in total then if they were paid

on an annuity factor based on the fund earnings. They will fail to receive ex-post

mortality credits. At the extreme case, only interest would be paid, resulting in a

structure like early tontines where the final participant (or their heirs) received all the

original capital.

While potentially fair if participants are equally likely to experience the same

mortality, such a scheme will not strike many as fair. If risk is taken on the assets, they

will prefer to receive the higher returns. The possibility of limited mortality credits

would be likely to impact take-up of such a product.
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Modelling results

In this section, we review the following scenarios for a group of 75-year-olds 10 years

after retirement who are faced with the following choices:

1. Continue to self-annuitise and self-insure, using a self-management strategy.

We assume that the individual constantly changes their level of spending to

minimise his risk of running out of money, by tailoring his spending habits on

actual investment outcome. That is, if the market experiences a downturn,

the individual draws less, but enough to sustain a living. We also allow for a

bequest motive. The resulting strategy is one where the drawdowns in the

early years of retirement are deliberately kept low, such that one does not run

out of money in later years of retirement.

2. There is an open pool where other retirees from the same cohort have joined

at times 0 and 5 respectively. Do the 75-year-olds join this existing pool, or do

they start their own pool? –Two scenarios are considered:

a. The open pool invests in a balanced investment strategy, and the

market experienced a severe drop between time 0 and 10.

b. The open pool invests in a cash investment strategy, where the market

downturn does not lead to severe drop in investment performance.

In these scenarios, we also assume that the 75-year-old also invested in similar

investments when they self-insured in the first 10 years. The number of individuals at

each age (666 at 66, 600 at 70, and 520 at 75) are based on expected number of

survivals at different points in time.

We also do not show what the existing pool members prefer non-pool members to

do. Qiao and Sherris 2013 has shown that the existing pool members will always

prefer non-pool members to join their own pool instead of starting a new pool,

because it leads to more effective pooling. Our modelling in the process of

producing this paper confirmed and reproduced this result under various investment

scenarios.

Finally, we show a closed pool scenario, under both cash and balanced strategies,

where 2000 65-year-old-year-olds from the same cohort all enter at time 0, and no

further intake is allowed.

Self-annuitisation

Firstly the graphs below show the self-annuitisation scenario.
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Figures 2.1 and 2.2 Self-annuitisation with bequest motive, under cash and balanced

investment strategies

(Figure 2.1 shows payments remaining stable at $5.20, before declining from age 95. Figure

2.2 shows payments remaining stable at $6.10, but subject to a minimum payment of $4.72

from age 85, before declining from age 90.)

Cash Balanced

The following observations are made:

 Under the stable investment strategy, the likelihood of running out of money is

lower, as is the amount of money drawn every year.

 Under the balanced investment strategy, while the amount of money drawn

every year is higher, one does risk running out of money. Interestingly, one

does not run out of money half of the time. The other half of the time, the

experience is extremely bad, in that one will almost completely run out of

money very quickly.

Open pool, cash strategy

The graphs below show the distribution outcomes if the 520 75-year-olds joined an

existing pool, versus starting their own pool at time 10.

We also undertook analysis by pooling different cohorts instead of the same cohort

at different times, and the results are consistent.

Note: Throughout this paper, all 75 year-olds joining GSAs 10 years after retirements are

assumed to have self-annuitised in an account-based pension between age 65 and 75. It is

also assumed that the same prevailing investments environment applied to both account-

based pensions and GSAs for individuals in the same cohort.
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Figure 3.1 520 75-year-olds joining an existing pool under cash investment

(Figure 3.1 shows median payments remaining stable over time, starting from $9.04 at age 75

to $8.95 at age 95. The interquartile range expanded from $0.89 at age 85 to $3.47 at age

95.)

Figure 3.2 520 75-year-olds starting a new pool under cash investment

(Figure 3.2 shows median payments remaining stable over time, starting from $9.04 at age 75

to $9.02 at age 95. The interquartile range expanded from $0.95 at age 85 to $3.72 at age

95.)
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The results show that under a cash investment strategy, the 75-year-olds are on

average indifferent as to whether to join an existing pool or start a new pool.

However, confirming Qiao and Sherris (2013), joining an existing pool will lead to less

volatility in payments over time, leading to more efficient pooling. Therefore, there is

no dis-incentive for the 75-year-olds to join an existing pool.

We then compare this with the scenario where the 75-year-olds were to remain self-

insured in an account-based pension. Remaining self-insured will make him

approximately $5.20 per year until age 95, after which he quickly runs out of money.

With a GSA, he will make on average $9.05 per year without ever running out of

money. More than 75% of the time, he will make in excess of $7.40 at age 95, and

still have money in the pool to protect him in the future. Taking away the bequest

motive, joining a GSA will generate superior cash flows.

Open pool, balanced investment strategy, market downturn

The graphs below show the distribution outcomes given the same choices but under

a more aggressive investment strategy. Specifically, we assume that the investments

market has returned less than 3% on average for 5 out of the first 10 years, or less

than half the long term average of 6%. It compares the distribution outcomes if the

520 people were to join an existing pool or start a new pool.

The results show that the 75-year-olds are slightly better off to start their own pool.

This result is intuitive, because in the existing pool, because of the poor market

conditions, the scope for significant future mortality credits is much less. It is like a

defined benefit fund running at a deficit. The 75-year-olds, having self-insured in their

account-based pensions, had spent much less in their early years in retirement,

mitigating the extent of capital deterioration. Hence, among the 75-year-olds, they

would rather share their mortality credits with each other, than with other people

whose capital was eroded in the market downturn.

Comparing the GSA with the account-based pension going forward shows that the

GSA delivers much superior returns at $11.50 pa on average. The account-based

pension pays around $6.00.
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Figure 4.1 520 75-year-olds joining an existing pool, under balanced investment strategy,

after self-insuring for the first 10 years, with significant market distress

(Figure 4.1 shows median payment going from $8.75 at age 75 to $8.12 at age 80, to $7.57 at

age 95. The mean payment at age 80 is $8.36, and $8.41 at age 85.)

Figure 4.2 520 75-year-olds starting an new pool, under balanced investment strategy, after

self-insuring for the first 10 years, with significant market distress

(Figure 4.1 shows median payment going from $8.75 at age 75 to $8.16 at age 85, to $7.67 at

age 95. The mean payment at age 80 is $8.45, and $8.50 at age 85.)

We then investigated two other scenarios, on top of a market downturn. The first is

when deaths had been unexpectedly high in the first 10 years, and the second is

when deaths had been unexpectedly low.
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Figure 4.3 520 75-year-olds starting an new pool, under balanced investment strategy, after

self-insuring for the first 10 years, with significant market distress and with unexpectedly high

number of deaths

(Figure 4.3 shows median payment declining from $8.75 at age 75 to $7.25 at age 95.)

Figure 4.4 520 75-year-olds starting an new pool, under balanced investment strategy, after

self-insuring for the first 10 years, with significant market distress and with unexpectedly low

number of deaths

(Figure 4.4 shows median payment increasing from $8.75 at age 75 to $9.42 at age 95.)

The result shows another layer of adverse selection. Given the availability of open

pools with balanced investments, 75-year-olds will actively seek out pools where

there had been unexpectedly fewer deaths. They do this in the hope of taking
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advantage of the still available mortality credits from existing pool members, on top

of getting the higher levels of mortality credits within themselves as a result of the

market downturn.

Discussion

The modelling results highlight some of the practical difficulties that are faced in

building a successful GSA scheme. These are not insurmountable but particular care

needs to be taken as to which risks are targeted to the managed in the GSA and

which are to be left for the GSA participants to continue to manage on their own.

Other Practical Matters

The challenge in practice will be to overcome the annuitisation puzzle. While Yaari

(1965) highlights that it is optimal to annuitise all retirement income, few people

actually do. While the higher payments of the GSA might help overcome retiree's

reluctance to annuitise, it should be noted that the annuitisation puzzle existed when

annuity payment rates were higher than what a GSA could currently provide. There

are behavioural aspects to the problem that would need to be overcome in order

to encourage participation.

Loss aversion. A concern for many is the perceived loss from an early death. While

mortality statistics show that few will actually be affected, the fear will be held by

many, reducing participants in the pool. Providing a death benefit in the early years

of the GSA can overcome this, but comes at the cost of reduced payments.

Communicating the value proposition. Another difficulty implementing GSA will be

for fund members to understand the benefits and risks of the GSA. A GSA will not

seem as natural a product as a term deposit of a fund of shares. Retirees are likely to

need guidance or advice around the start of retirement.

Lack of awareness or adequate retirement savings. People might not be aware of

their own financial needs in retirement, or recognise that their own longevity is a

need to be insured against. GSAs rely on pools where more than 1000 participants

set aside a reasonable amount of money to be worthwhile. However, awareness will

increase over time, and younger generations with longer superannuation

contribution histories retire with bigger sums.

Minimum payments. GSAs provide no guarantees. They should deliver higher returns

on average than a traditional annuity but there is no minimum floor. This could

discourage the superannuation industry to recommend it as a retirement product.

In reality, these concerns are somewhat overstated, because neither GSAs nor the

most popular retirement product the account-based pension guarantee payments.

GSAs can operate along-side other products such as the account-based pension,

and deliver superior returns on average. Indeed, the likelihood of GSAs providing
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lower income than self-insurance is very low. For instance, modelling in this paper

shows that, under both cash and balanced strategies, the GSA outperforms self-

insurance 95% of the time up to age 93.

Figure 5.1 and 5.2 GSA invested in a balanced strategy vs. self-insurance under cash strategy

(Figure 5.1 shows median payments remaining stable at $9.04. Figure 5.2 shows median

payments remaining stable at $5.20 until age 95, after which it quickly declines to $1.99 by

age 100.)

Bequest. Intuitively, people with a bequest motive are less incentivised to join a

scheme that distributes money to other people. They are also more likely to save

specific amounts of financial and physical assets for the express purpose of

benefiting their families upon death. However, Hanewald, Piggot and Sherris (2013)

has shown that GSAs are valuable to people even with a bequest motive.

Furthermore, GSAs can be designed to provide a death benefit at the expense of

reduced periodic payments.

Flexibility. Retirees like the idea of flexibility in account-based pension. However,

some retirees do not necessarily exercise this flexibility, and leave behind a bequest

when they die. GSAs do not provide flexibility, otherwise it creates a perverse

incentive for terminally-ill members to withdraw from the pool before they die.

Participation in a GSA does not prevent one from leaving money in an account-

based pension that provides flexibility. In fact, Hanewald et al (2013) demonstrated

that the combination of flexible products, GSAs and guaranteed income options is

preferable for retirees.

Conclusion

Our analysis shows one important implication for GSA pool design. If a pool were to

be an open pool, it should not be invested in a (volatile) balanced strategy. This is

because, if the investment market experiences a downturn, new entrants will always

prefer to start their own pool. Life companies will offer these new pools in the hope

of attracting customers who would otherwise have joined competitor pools. The

result is inefficient pooling for existing pool members, and large administrative costs

due to the need to manage a large number of legacy pools.
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Closed pools have the potential to use balanced investments to improve income

payments in the long run. If pools can attract sufficiently large number of initial

entrants where pooling is effective, then the balanced investments strategy might

be the preferred option due to the higher expected return. However, as Qiao and

Sherris (2013) show, pooling is inefficient in a closed pool design. Nevertheless,

despite inefficiencies in pooling, under benign investment environments, it is still

possible for pool members to receive higher payments for the rest of their lives.

Further work

One aspect of the modelling that requires further consideration is to model the

mortality experience of the household. This paper, along with most others, is based

on the mortality of single people, but approximately two thirds of Australians begin

their retirement as a couple. A couple will want to maintain income through the lives

of both members, regardless of which member provided the largest capital to their

GSA in retirement. Passing of estates to the next generation need not be

considered, but the assumption of mortality credits on the first death of a couple is

problematic. Maintaining some (or all) of the income stream for the surviving partner

will reduce the available mortality credits to other participants in the GSA.

Consideration of whether separate pools should be established for males, females

and couples would be beneficial to develop the model further.
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